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The X-Box Framework 
1 Document Overview 
In our previous document, we introduced you to the PulpEnIX SoC environment and toolchain, and showed you 

how to write a C program, using bare metal software libraries, compile it, and run it on the HAMSA-DI core.  

We will now go one step further and introduce to you the X-Box framework for easily interfacing with custom 

accelerators. 

Note that while the name X-Box may make you think that you’re about to design the next version of GTA, let me 

disappoint you a bit… You’re not. You can all thank Udi for not knowing what GTA (or Fortnite, for that matter) 

and naming his creation “X-Box” to refer to the fact that you can take any accelerator (“X”), stick it inside this 

nice framework he designed (“Box”) and it will just work. Thanks, Udi, for your creation. It will probably do the 

world much more good than banging people over the head with a bat in order to steal their Ferrari…  

2 So, what is the X-Box Framework? 
Let us start by remembering what we have on our PulpEnIX SoC. To start, we have a CPU core that we call 

HAMSA-DI. The core is connected to “tightly coupled” instruction and data memories in a Harvard architecture, 

which it uses for quick memory access. The rest of the 32-bit address space is mapped to peripherals through 

the system bus. In other words, if the CPU asks to write or read an address that is not in the tightly-coupled 

instruction or data memory, the address is sent out to the AXI bus, where it may be picked up by one of the 

(fast) connected peripherals or passed to the APB bus over the AXI-APB bridge. The slower peripherals, such as 

the UART, are connected through the APB bus. 

What that means is that if you want to design your own peripheral – often referred to as an “accelerator” – you 

will have to communicate with the SoC through the AXI or APB protocols. While this is, indeed, something that 

can be done without too much complication, the X-Box provides another layer that decouples the bus protocol 

from your custom RTL. This is done by providing an interface that includes 32 general purpose registers and up 

to 8 blocks of SRAM. 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the Verilog code structure for our simulation environment, which you have 

cloned from the main repository. The toplevel is fpgnix_tb, which is a wrapper to emulate the connection of 

an external UART interface with the PulpEnIX SoC in order to allow file and stdio access within the simulation 

testbench. The actual hardware is the fpgnix module, which is actually the framework for putting PulpEnIX on 

an FPGA. However, in the current context, we are manipulating it for logic simulation only. The fpgnix module 

connects two major components through an APB bus, the main system (msystem) and the X-Box Hardware 

Acceleration Zone, which is the focus of this document. For its part, the msystem includes the basic PulpEnIX 

SoC environment, made up of the HAMSA-DI core, the tightly-couple instruction and data memories, the AXI 

and APB buses and the standard peripherals (UART, I2C, SPI). Since the X-Box region is connected to the core 

region through the APB bus, our communication with the X-Box is via APB. 
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Figure 1: The FPGNIX_TB design structure 

The X-Box framework, as shown on the left side of Figure 1, consists of 32 general purpose registers (GPPs) and 

(up-to) 8 blocks of single ported SRAMs. Each SRAM block consists of 1024 words of very wide data (256 bits). 

The implementation of the APB protocol is applied at this level, mapping the GPPs and SRAM blocks to the 

address space of the SoC. On the flip side, these memories are exposed to the xbox_imx module, which is 

where you are free to design the accelerator of your heart’s desire. 

 

Figure 2: The X-Box Framework Structure 

Figure 2 further elaborates on the X-Box structure from a Hardware/Software interface perspective. Your C code 

is loaded onto the tightly-coupled memories in the core region, just as elaborated on in the PulpEnIX Toolchain 

document. The C code can address the X-Box through the memory mapped GPPs, which have a base address of 

0x1A400000 or the memory mapped SRAM instances, which have a base address of 0x1A480000. Note that 

since APB is limited to 32 bit transactions, it takes 8 HAMSA/APB operations to access a single row of X-Box 
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SRAM data. Also be aware that each APB transaction takes about 7 system clock cycles, and therefore, data 

transfers over APB should be well justified and minimized. 

The X-Box memories are exposed to the xbox_imx module with a very simple interface: 

• GPP interface: 

o host_regs – read access to the 32 GPP registers (32-bits each) 

o host_regs_valid_pulse – a bitwise indicator that new data has been written to one of 

the GPP regs from the APB. In other words, if host_reg[i] is written to 

host_regs_valid_pulse[i] is pulsed high. 

o xb_regs_data_out – data to be written from the accelerator to the GPP registers 

o xb_regs_valid_out – a single bit per GPP register, implying that the data on the 

xb_regs_data_out bus for that register is valid. 

Note that currently the GPPs are not updated with the data sent on the xb_regs_data_out bus. In 

other words, during an APB read from the memory mapped GPP, it will return the current 

xb_regs_data_out value if the corresponding xb_regs_valid_out bit is on. Otherwise, it will return 

the previously value written to the GPP register over the APB. 

• SRAM Blocks interface: 

o xb_mem_addr – SRAM memory address to read or write 

o xb_mem_rd – SRAM read enable 

o xb_mem_rdata – 256 bit word read from the SRAM 

o xb_mem_wr – SRAM write enable 

o xb_mem_wdata – 256 bit (32 byte) data to write to the SRAM 

o xb_mem_be – Byte enable to write only some of the 32 bytes in each SRAM word 

•  

This simple interface enables you to design your accelerator without having to implement the APB protocol, 

while providing a generic register/memory interface for supplying the data input/output needs of most typical 

accelerators. 

3 X-Box Example: hello_imx 
When using the X-Box framework, you – as a designer – only have to create/edit two (sets of) files: 

• A C program that tells the accelerator what data to work on, when to start, and reads out and 

manipulates the results. 

• The RTL of the accelerator itself. 

Udi has provided us with a very cool example of this in action.  

3.1 Running the hello_imx example 

Let’s start by seeing what the example does. Then, we will look at the code and see how it uses the previously 

describe X-Box framework to do this.  

First, you need to update your git environment and checkout the branch with the example: 
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[~]% generic 

[ws]% cd $ws/ddp21_pulpenix/ddp21_pulpenix_tb/ 

[ddp21_pulpenix_tb]% source setup.sh 

[ddp21_pulpenix_tb]% git fetch –-tags 

[ddp21_pulpenix_tb]% git checkout xb_v1.0 

[ddp21_pulpenix_tb]% ./ipt update 

To make things display correctly (unless this gets sorted out at some point), we need to update the terminal’s 

display variable: 

ddp_pulpenix_tb ] % echo $DISPLAY 

:12345 

ddp_pulpenix_tb ] % setenv DISPLAY enicsnx01:12345 

Note that you need to replace “12345” with whatever your terminal printed out… 

Next, you need to go to the simulation directory and run the hello_imx example. 

ddp_pulpenix_tb ] % cd $ws/simulation 

simulation ] % ddp21_make APP=hello_imx 

Magic, huh! 

How the heck did that happen? 

Well, as we mentioned before, it’s just a combination of some nice C code with a beautiful X-Box accelerator.  

3.2 The xbox_imx accelerator 

To understand what the example does, let’s start by looking at the hardware. As explained above, the X-Box 

framework provides a mechanism to easily send data and commands to an external block (i.e., an “accelerator”) 

and fetch the results of the operation when it is finished. This both offloads the CPU from doing this work but 

also can be made to highly accelerate the operation, as it is done in hardware (i.e., using logic gates), rather than 

in software (i.e., using CPU instructions). 

In this example, we have written a small image processing accelerator that, as you saw above, flips an image 

around the Y-axis. Doing this operation in software takes quite a bit of time due to the serial requirement of 

reading and writing each pixel. But in hardware, we can parallelize quite a bit of the operation for significant 

speedup, and while this is being done, free up the CPU to do other things. 

You can find the RTL of the image processing accelerator at src/ips/xbox/xbox_imx.sv . Let’s take a look at 

this code. 

3.2.1 The X-Box interface 
The first lines of the xbox_imx module, as always, define the interface. This is a standard interface to be used 

with the X-Box framework, consisting of the ports we introduced above. Note that these are defined as “packed 

arrays”, which is a Verilog feature that enables proper addressing of memory structures. To read more about 

packed vs. unpacked arrays, check out this website: http://electrosofts.com/systemverilog/arrays.html . 

However, to make a long story short, the interface provides a first dimension, which is the SRAM block instance 

and the other dimensions are the row and column (for arrays) or bit (for vectors) of each port, described above. 

There is only one block of GPPs, so their ports are lacking the first dimension. 

http://electrosofts.com/systemverilog/arrays.html
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After declaring the interface, a group of assign statements configure its usage. This accelerator only uses 2 (of 

up to 8) SRAM blocks, using the first (instance 0) to read the data sent from the CPU and the second (instance 1) 

to write the result. In addition, only two GPPs are used out of the 32 provided GPPs. 

3.2.2 The control signals 
The image accelerator treats the GPP[0] as a control signals that tells the accelerator how many lines of pixels 

need to be processed. In addition, once GPP[0] is written from the APB, it corresponding pulse bit will go high, 

signaling to start the image processing operation (i.e., data is written to the X-Box SRAMs and the operation can 

start). 

The first logic block (pair of sequential and combinational always) in the code basically advances the address of 

the memory reads each cycle until the operation is finished. 

3.2.3 Reading and writing the data 
All the central block of the processing (the second pair of sequential and combinational always) does is to read 

from the next read address (mem_inst0_rd_addr_next) and write to the previous read address 

(mem_inst0_rd_addr). Why? Well, obviously, we are reading a line from the input memory (instance 0) doing 

some manipulation on the line (see next) and writing it back to the output memory (instance 1). Cool! 

3.2.4 The actual image processing 
The entire trick here is really simple: take the line of data you read, flip it around, and write it back. 

You can do this really easy by using a for loop in Verilog. Huh? You can do that? Yes, sometimes… when 

everything is a constant. It’s basically the same as using a generate statement, but if you’re Udi, you can write 

synthesizeable code with a (non-generate) for loop: 

integer i ; 

always @* begin 

  for (i=0; i<32; i=i+1) begin  

   line_out[i] = line_in[31-i]; 

 end 

3.2.5 Summary 
That’s it.  

Our accelerator read the input data line by line, flipped it, and wrote it back.  

Now, let’s see how to access this from our main() C program. 

3.3 The C code 

Now that we know how the accelerator works, when interfacing with the X-Box interface, let’s look at the C 

code that communicates with it. This shouldn’t be too complex, assuming you’ve successfully done last week’s 

assignment. 

You will find the C program under: src/ips/pulpenix_sw/apps/hello_imx/hello_imx.c 
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3.3.1 Bare Metal Libraries 
The first line includes the ddp21_libs.h header file that we got to know in the previous document/exercise. 

We would just like to introduce you to a couple more bare metal library functions that are used in this example 

and provide even further power to the embedded platform: 

• bm_sys_call – passes a command line instruction to the host (i.e., your PC) to run a system 

command, such as a Python script. 

• bm_start_soc_load_hex_file – Load data from the UART without using the CPU in a DMA type 

operation. In other words, send the file handle, the number of bytes to read, and the memory location 

to store the data, and a while later, the data will be there. 

• bm_check_soc_load_hex_file – A function to check if the UART operation is finished. This 

function enables polling, as demonstrated below. 

3.3.2 Defines 
The next group of lines defines the constants that are used for accessing the X-Box memories, such as the 

addresses of the registers (XBOX_BASE_ADDR) and SRAMs (XBOX_MEM_BASE_ADDR), the number of SRAM 

instances (NUM_32KB_INST) and some additional constants. 

3.3.3 Helper Functions 
After this, Udi has provided a nice function (print_ascii_art) that uses the bm_printf library function to 

print out “ASCII Art”, which you can probably understand after running the example. The next function 

(sys_display_img) provides the nice MatPlotLib plotting of the ASCII art by passing the ASCII Art file to 

Python running on the host through the bm_sys_call function. Note that these functions run on the HAMSA-

DI core and are independent of our X-Box discussion.  

3.3.4 Copying the external data into the SoC 
Finally, we have reached the beginning of the program – the main() function. And actually, it’s not too 

complicated. Most of the lines are just debugging printouts and manipulation of data. It starts by loading the 

data from a file (img_inF) into a buffer (img_buf_in), i.e., into the HAMSA core’s tightly coupled data 

memory. This is done with a bare metal library function that we haven’t used before that enables us to off-load 

the CPU during slow, external accesses. The bm_start_soc_load_hex_file function is used to send a 

request to the UART to read data from an external file. This is done independently of the CPU by the UART 

control block. In other words, while the UART (slowly) accesses the external file, the CPU can continue doing 

other important things. But how does the CPU know that the operation is finished? It polls the UART using the 

bm_check_soc_load_hex_file function: 

while (num_loaded==0) num_loaded = bm_check_soc_load_hex_file (); 

Remember that this is not the most efficient way to deal with offloaded jobs – interrupting the CPU would be 

much more efficient. But, it works, and in this example, it is how we chose to implement the operation. 

However, if the software is aware of the amount of time it will take the SoC to perform the transfer task, it can  

use this time to perform other tasks in parallel, before returning to the polling. 

Once the image data is loaded into the data memory, it is printed on screen with the print_ascii_art 

function and printed nicely using Python on the host PC with the sys_display_img function. This is just to 

show what our starting image is, but we still haven’t touched the X-Box framework. 
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3.3.5 Sending the data to the X-Box 
At this point, the image data is stored on the tightly-coupled data memory of the HAMSA core. Since our X-Box 

accelerator, that we will introduce below, applies image processing to this data in hardware, we need to send 

the data over to the X-Box. So, we need a memory transfer from the CPU’s data memory, through the APB 

interface to the X-Box SRAM. 

This is done with a single line of C code: 

  for (int i=0;i<(IMG_NUM_BYTES/4);i++) mem_inst0_words_vec[i] = img_buf_in_word_vec[i]; 

Note that this was possible by assigning the data to integer arrays with 32-bit steps between their indexes.  

That’s it. The data is now stored inside the SRAM blocks of the X-Box. 

3.3.6 Activating the accelerator 
One of the real nice things about the X-Box is that it creates a pulse in the host_regs_valid_pulse vector, 

as soon as something is written into one of the GPP registers from the APB. Our accelerator can use this pulse as 

a trigger to start its operation, as we saw in the previous section. Here, we can see that the accelerator is 

initiated with a simple write to one of the GPPs: 

*IMX_CMD_REG_ADDR = (int)(1024/32) ; 

Remember that the trigger was GPP[0] in our accelerator implementation, and indeed this is the mapping of 

IMX_CMD_REG_ADDR. Remember also, that in addition to triggering the accelerator to start its operation, this 

GPP is used to tell the accelerator how many lines of data (32) to operate on.  

3.3.7 Polling the accelerator 
The accelerator carries out a multi-cycle operation. How long? We don’t know ahead of time, so again, we can 

poll to see when it is done. Also here, despite lack of interrupt support in the current version, the software can 

perform other useful tasks within the polling iteration. The polling is carried out with the following line of code: 

while (!polling_done) polling_done = *IMX_STATUS_REG_ADDR ; 

Inside the accelerator, we will have to signal that the operation is complete by writing to this GPP. This was done 

by our accelerator, which wrote to GPP[1] that the data was valid, once the operation was complete.  

3.3.8 Finishing the operation 
The accelerator has now finished its image processing task and stored the new data back on the X-Box SRAM 

blocks. So, the final lines of our C code copy back the data from the X-Box onto the tightly-coupled data memory 

and print the result, both using stdio (print_ascii_art) and using the Python function on the host 

(sys_display_img). 

 

So, you now know how to write an accelerator and connect it to the PulpEnIX platform using the X-Box 

framework. We will practice this through a few examples before sending you off to design accelerators of your 

own! 


